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CONFUCIUS VENERATION IN INOUE ENRYO'S THOUGHT 

AND ACTIVITIES 

SATŌ Masayuki 佐藤将之0

0. Introduction

INOUE Enryō 井上円了 (1858–1919) was one of Meiji and Taishō Japan's major enlight-

enment intellectuals and educators. He left behind a massive collection of works: at

least 182 individual books and lecture transcripts, as well as over 850 pieces such as

articles and essays.1 As is well known, their themes are incredibly diverse, covering

Buddhist studies, "genuine philosophy" 純正哲学 , and "Japanism" 日本主義 , as well as

"mystery studies" 妖怪学 , in which he worked to apply these fields to actual phenom-

ena. Very recently it has started to become clear that his intellectual influence extended

outside of Japan and was very strong amongst intellectuals in China, a country simi-

larly struggling to modernize its society and state at the time. The various works that

Enryō published had a not insignificant influence on the thought of enlightenment in-

0 SATŌ Masayuki 佐藤将之  (msato@ntu.edu.tw), Department of Philosophy, National Taiwan Univer-
sity. Translated by Dylan Luers TODA.

1 See MIURA Setsuo 三浦節夫.「井上円了の初期思想（その 1）：真理金針以前」[Inoue Enryō's early thought
(1): before "The golden needle of truth"], Annual Report of the Inoue Enryo Center『井上円了センター
年報』16 (2007), 50.
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tellectuals who remain very famous even today, such as KĀNG Yǒuwéi 康有為 (1858–

1927),2 LIÁNG Qǐchāo 梁啟超 (1873–1929), and CÀI Yuánpéi 蔡元培 (1868–1940).3

  However, on the other hand, while gradually coming to be seen as important in the

broad field of Meiji thought, there is a major characteristic that we should understand

as the foundation of Enryō's thought which has not been fully taken up as a theme of

so-called "Enryō research": the influence on his thought of the kangaku 漢学4 knowl-

edge that he had acquired in his youth as a result of the sophisticated educational cur-

riculum that had been developed throughout the Edo period. At the time the Chinese

classics—which occupied all of Enryō's educational subjects from, in today's terms, the

fifth grade through the entirety of  middle school—were a major part  of  his mental

world that went beyond simple "background knowledge" acquired in boyhood educa-

tion. Before turning to my main discussion, I will offer two examples.

First, throughout his life Enryō enjoyed writing Chinese poetry each time the op-

portunity presented itself. In recent years this has come to receive focus as one aspect

of his mental world.5 Of course, if one studies classical Chinese grammar (referred to

in Japanese as kan bunpō 漢文法) and mechanically learns how classical Chinese poems

are created, one develops the technical  ability to understand them and to write ones

with proper rhyming. However, an original Chinese poem coming to mind each time

one is moved by something requires the ability to freely draw from a massive amount

of knowledge regarding Chinese classical thought, historical events, and literary works.

In other words, Enryō's linguistic emotional core—at, in a sense, the deepest level of

his intellectual activities—was occupied by literary Chinese.

2 In 1903, on his second "world trip," Enryō stopped in Darjeeling, India. There, he met with KĀNG

Yǒuwéi and they wrote Chinese poems together. A record of this can be found in Enryō's 1904『西航
日録』[Western voyage record].

3 As is well-known amongst scholars of Chinese modern intellectual history, when he was young CÀI

Yuánpéi 蔡元培  translated into Chinese the「総論」[General theory of mysteries] section of Enryō's
five-volume『妖怪学講義』[Lectures on mystery studies]. Chinese Academy of Social Sciences gradu-
ate student LI Liye 李立業 has been gathering Chinese translations of Enryō's works and related infor-
mation, and gave a general overview of them at the sixth annual conference of the International As-
sociation for Inoue Enryo Research (16th September 2017) entitled「井上円了著作の中国語訳及び近代中
国の思想啓蒙に対する影響」[Chinese translations of Inoue Enryō's works and their influence on modern
Chinese intellectual enlightenment]. Published in the same issue as this article.

4 In this paper kangaku refers to the method used to learn from Chinese canonical literature.
5 See NITTA Kōji 新田幸治, HASEGAWA Junji 長谷川潤治, and NAKAMURA Satoshi 中村聡, eds. and trans.

『甫水井上円了漢詩集：「襲常詩稿」「詩冊」「屈蠖詩集」訳注』[Hosui Inoue Enryō's Chinese poetry collec-
tions: annotated translations of "Tomotsune's poetry manuscript," "Poetry volume" and "Coiling
inchworm poetry collection"] (Akita: 三文舎, 2008). Incidentally, when Enryō was on his provincial
lecture tours, he created a massive amount of calligraphy works to raise money (a method probably
based, of course, on one from the Edo period), and the vast majority of them were in literary Chi-
nese.
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Second, as I have made clear in my research, the articles Enryō published in Jour-

nal for Eastern Arts and Science『東洋学芸雑誌』and Grove of Academic Endeavors『学

芸志林』, which both occupied the top of the academic world when Enryō was a student

at Tokyo University, were all written using his Chinese studies knowledge. As is well-

known amongst Enryō researchers, his Tokyo University graduation thesis was about

the philosophy of Xunzi  荀子 . Through the series of articles Enryō produced while a

student at Tokyo University as well as several guides to and textbooks on the history of

Chinese thought he published immediately afterwards, he became the founder of the

research field of "Chinese philosophy" in Japan (referred to then as shina tetsugaku 支

那哲学 and now as  chūgoku tetsugaku 中国哲学 ) along with his senior classmate and

teacher INOUE Tetsujirō 井上哲次郎 (1856–1944).6

      With these facts in mind, in this paper I

will focus on another interesting aspect of the

relationship between Enryō and Chinese stud-

ies, as well as between Enryō and the field of

"Chinese philosophy" (which came into exis-

tence with this "Chinese studies" as its foun-

dation): Enryō's attitude towards Confucius.

As is well known, shortly after graduating

from Tokyo University, in 1885 he brought to-

gether like-minded individuals to enshrine

Confucius, Śākyamuni, Socrates, and Kant

(see Image 1), his "Four Sages" 四聖 of phi-

losophy. (This  event  also  has  the  historical

significance of Enryō initializing the so-called

"worship of Confucius" 孔子教 which would

develop in Japan and China during the first

decades of the 20th century.) In this paper, I

want to make clear that in fact Confucius held

a special place for Enryō throughout his life.

Confucius was a "sage" to Enryō during his childhood and young adulthood. When en-

rolled at Tokyo University, Enryō critiqued Confucius as a "philosopher" who made

many inferential errors when constructing his philosophy. Then, in the latter half of his

6 For a detailed discussion of this, see SATŌ Masayuki 佐藤将之.「井上円了思想における中国哲学の位置」
[The location of Chinese philosophy in Inoue Enryō's thought], Annual Report of the Inoue Enryo
Center 21 (2012): 29–56.
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life, Confucius was a "great paradigmatic person" who morally edified humans living

in this world by practicing both moral and behavioral virtues. It appears that Confucius

was someone who occupied a special position compared to the other three sages. In

other words, when Enryō was engaged in the full-fledged study of philosophy during

his time at Tokyo University, Confucius shifted from being a traditional founder of the

field of keigaku 経学 that studies "canonical classics" to the creator of "Chinese philos-

ophy." When the Philosophy Academy 哲学館  was founded and developing, while

maintaining his basic two images of Confucius, Enryō constructed his own philosophi-

cal and thought systems: Western philosophy, Buddhist philosophy, mystery studies,

and so on. However, in his later years when he was engaging in activities related to his

so-called "Morality" or   "Self-Cultivation Church" 修身教会 and going on provincial

lecture tours, Confucius's image came to offer a normative model of how human

should practice philosophy in society (in other words, morally edify society).

Considering that, generally speaking, Meiji intellectual history was, due to the im-

portation of philosophy from the West throughout the Meiji period (not only as the

knowledge that is philosophy but also as an academic discipline), a process of Edo

kangaku combining its ideas with this new field and creating new value systems, it is

important to understand that the ultimate aim of the Tokugawa period (1603–1868)

kangaku (particularly keigaku 経学, or the learning and mastering of Confucian canoni-

cal literature) already present in actors' mental worlds was to master the teachings of

Confucius and put them into practice. 

Generally speaking a large amount of scholarship on the development of "Meiji

period thought" has had a tendency to focus upon new elements in the process of the

importation and digestion of  Western ideas and thoughts.  In  such  an approach  the

scope of observation has been limited, leading scholars to regard the thought of Meiji

intellectuals as mosaics that merely incorporate Western ideas. In contrast, seeing their

thought as having maintained an ethical value system carried over from the Edo period

—albeit one that was changed by the influence of Western philosophy—this article ex-

amines the development of Enryō's view of Confucius, taking into account the fact that

Enryō's central knowledge and values came into existence as a result of his Edo period

kangaku study.7

7 While the educational institution founded by Enryō first was called "Philosophy Academy" 哲学館, it
was later renamed "Toyo University" 東洋大学  (Eastern University). It appears that this change was
possible due to Enryō's deeply held admiration of Confucius, the founder of "Eastern Philosophy." In
other words, the fact that, as I will mention in the main body of this article, the frontispiece for the
inaugural issue of the magazine『東洋哲学』[Eastern philosophy] was Confucius and the fact that the
name of Philosophy Academy (University) was changed to Toyo University are not coincidental.
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Based on the above facts and outlined interests, in this article I will examine how

Enryō understood Confucius's thought and actions through an analysis of his writings

related to Confucius. In doing so I want to suggest the following. First, Enryō's ap-

proach to and depiction of Confucius is not limited to the likes of making clear Confu-

cius's philosophical "absolute truth" via readings of related writings; in addition to

learning about Confucius's thought, this included worshiping Confucius the person,

practicing Confucius's teachings himself, and even modeling himself after Confucius's

character and life. Second, while it appears

that in Enryō's discursive activities through-

out his life his assessment of the philosophi-

cal nature of Confucius's thought varied

somewhat, in his later years it is clear that

he truly thought highly of Confucius and

revered him. Third, in Enryō's later thought,

the views of Confucius were held to deserve

more emphasis than those of the other three

sages (Śākyamuni, Socrates, and Kant).

1. The Mystery of the Confucius Statue

Installed in the Center of the Philos-

ophy Shrine's "Citadel of the Abso-

lute"

Let us first turn to two interesting facts that

will assist us in our understanding of INOUE

Enryō's view of Confucius. First, the fron-

tispiece in the inaugural issue of the academic journal published in 1894 by Enryō enti-

tled Eastern Philosophy『東洋哲学』was Confucius (see Image 2), while an image of

Śākyamuni is found in the second issue.8 

8 While there is no author provided for the inaugural issue's「本誌発刊旨趣」[The purpose of the publi-
cation of this journal], in the『東洋学芸雑誌』[Journal for Eastern arts and sciences] published immedi-
ately thereafter (151 [April 1894]: 200–201),『東洋哲学』[Eastern philosophy] is introduced under the
heading「雑報」[Miscellaneous news]: "A magazine entitled Eastern Philosophy edited by Inoue En-
ryō."
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Second, there is the relationship between the Philosophy Shrine 哲学堂 of Enryō's

later years and Confucius. After graduating from Tokyo University, in 1887 Enryō es-

tablished the Philosophy Academy, which he subsequently developed into Philosophy

Academy University 哲学館大学 . In 1902, as a result of the hardships he went through

handling the so-called "Philosophy Academy Incident" 哲学館事件 and other reasons, he

had a nervous breakdown and completely retired from university management. In the

following year he departed for a cross-country "lecture tour," through which he worked

to directly edify people outside of Japan's urban centers. During the latter half of his

life he devoted his physical and mental strength to such activities as well as the open-

ing of the Philosophy Shrine on land that he had purchased. Enryō established it to pro-

vide ordinary people a park as a site for spiritual cultivation at which they could savor

the wisdom of philosophy. He added philosophical and intellectual history-related

names to its buildings as well as areas and objects in the park such as "Gate of Philo-

sophical Reason" 哲理門 and "Canal of

Evolution" 進化溝 . In the "Citadel of the

Absolute" 絶対城 (the library) that occu-

pied part of the Philosophy Shrine's cen-

tral area, he installed the "Monument of

the Sages" 聖 哲 碑 , which featured the

carved likenesses of the Four Sages. The

above are all facts well known by Enryō

researchers.

      However, it is interesting that in front

of the "Monument of the Sages" Enryō

also installed a Confucius statue (see Im-

age 3). In fact, on the base of the stone

monument one finds, "The arrangement

of their [the Four Sages images'] position

[in the picture] is based on when they

lived, not [our particular evaluation] of a

hierarchy among them [with regard to the importance of their teachings]" 如其位次則從年

代前後，非有所軒輊也 . This explanation is followed by a passage: "Written and cal-

ligraphed by a junior learner [後学] Inoue Enryō in January 1915." Enryō clearly states

that in his design of the monument he did not intend to create any hierarchy between

these four sages based on the importance of their teachings. In other words, each of

these Four Sages is equal in status. If so, why did he choose to put a Confucius figure
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in the front of them? This space also functioned as a library that Enryō named Citadel

of the Absolute. What was the meaning of all of this to Enryō? In other words, what

was the connection in Enryō's intellectual world between his naming a space used as a

library the Citadel of the Absolute and the Four Sages depicted in the center of its back

wall? We can only speculate whether Enryō thought that the stone-carved images of

these "Four Sages" represented a realm in which they have become "absolute deities"

by the power of their philosophy, or he thought that the Citadel of the Absolute re-

ferred to a more abstract realm and it was not the same as these wise men themselves.

Indeed, Enryō instructed those visiting this central object of worship of the Philosophy

Shrine to recite "Namaḥ Venerable Absolute Infinite" 南無絶対無限尊. At the very least,

it cannot be denied that Enryō thought that the Four Sages showed people of later gen-

erations a path by which they could reach this realm, and that this was probably the

major reason that he installed their stone-carved images in a space called the Citadel of

the Absolute.

However, in order to fully answer the above, we must consider why Enryō went

through the trouble of placing a Confucius figure in front  of the Monument of the

Sages despite Confucius already being included in it. In the verse of praise accompany-

ing this monument, did Enryō not say that  there is  no hierarchy between the Four

Sages? Furthermore, Enryō decided not to put any images in the "Shrine of the Four

Sages"  四聖堂 9 and instead installed the stone monument in the Citadel of the Abso-

lute.10 What was the meaning, then, of him putting a sculpture in front of the monu-

ment? In other words, in Enryō's thought-world, what was the relationship between this

space and the Confucius figure that was in front of the Monument of the Sages (the im-

ages of the Four Sages, including Confucius)? After analyzing the content of Enryō

texts that touch upon Confucius, I have gradually come to believe the following: the

"Citadel of the Absolute – Four Sages images stone monument – Confucius statue" lay-

out might express the framework for his understanding of humans and philosophy that

grew gradually stronger in his later years. This arrangement represents the relationship

between philosophy (or a kind of realm reached via philosophy) and the individual hu-

mans living and thinking as members of our world. In this framework, Enryō tried to

show how humans should practice philosophy through the guidance of Confucius and

the other three sages. Therefore, from our search that aims to make this relationship

clear, we might be able to find a clue for grasping Enryō's understanding of Confucius

9 INOUE Enryō 井上円了 .『哲学堂案内』 [Guide to the Philosophy Shrine], rev. & enlarged 3rd ed.,
(Tokyo: 財団法人哲学堂事務所, [1915] 1920), 23.

10 MIURA Setsuo.『井上円了』[Inoue Enryō] (Tokyo: 教育評論社, 2017).
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and Chinese philosophy, as well as his placement of them in his overall philosophical

system. However, before rushing to a conclusion, in this article I would like to first use

Enryō's writings to make clear how Enryō understood the thought and actions of Con-

fucius.

2. Inoue Enryo's Confucius-Related Writing

Before beginning my analysis I want to mention several points. First, I said in the pre-

vious section that Confucius occupied a unique position in INOUE Enryō's intellectual

world. However, while this might sound contradictory, one cannot adequately under-

stand  Enryō's  "special"  relationship  with  Confucius  by  only  examining  his  written

ideas about Confucius. This is because Enryō's view of Confucius does not only appear

in his writings. The relationship between him and Confucius was multi-sided. In addi-

tion to Enryō's discussions of Confucius in his writings, Enryō also (1) enshrined Con-

fucius, (2) played a leading role as a member of the Sekiten 釈奠 ceremony's (to com-

memorate the virtue and teachings of Confucius) twenty-member council when the cer-

emony was revived at Yushima Seidō 湯島聖堂 in 1907,11 (3) installed a statue of only

Confucius in the Philosophy Shrine, (4) had up-and-coming scholars of his time en-

gage in research on the  Analects and Confucius on the pages of his journal  Eastern

Philosophy, and (5) wrote his own Analects, following the example of Confucius. Fur-

thermore, in  Enryō's life Confucius was both someone he would follow in various

realms as well as a model. However, a complete examination of the relationship be-

tween Enryō and Confucius—in other words, the set of issues listed above, excluding

(3)—goes far beyond the scope of this article. Therefore, below I will limit myself to

an analysis of Enryō's Confucius-related writings, and based on them primarily try to

answer why Enryō placed a statue of Confucius in front of the Four Sages Monument

in the Citadel of the Absolute.

Below I will go through the parts of Inoue Enryō's writings in which he discusses

Confucius (refer to Table 1.) I could not find any "academic" monographs by Enryō re-

garding Confucius's  thought or  the  Analects similar to,  for example,  Confucius Re-

search『孔子研究』by KANIE Yoshimaru 蟹江義丸 (1872–1904).12 However, it should be

11 MIYAKE Yonekichi 三宅米吉, ed.『聖堂略志』[Abbreviated annals of the Seidō] (Tokyo: 斯文会, 1935).
However, it is unclear how Enryō was concretely involved in the revival of the "offering ceremony"
釈奠 (sekiten) at the Yushima Sacred Hall 湯島聖堂.

12 Kanie originally wrote this work as his dissertation. It was published in 1904 by Kinkōdō 金港堂 .
However, Kanie himself passed away during same year, immediately before its publication, at the
age of 32. Until the early Shōwa period (1926–1989), this monograph was considered the most im-
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noted that the content of Enryō's first published work—an article included in Journal

for Eastern Arts and Sciences (which boasted the highest academic standards at the

time) when Enryō was a Tokyo University student in 1882—was related to Confucius

(see below for details).13 Furthermore, 1919's Taishō Small Analects『大正小論語』, the

last monograph published by Enryō during his life, was written based on the format of

the  Analects. In short, Enryō's activities as a writer began with Confucius and ended

with Confucius. Here we can see that throughout Enryō's lifelong intellectual activities

that Confucius never left the back of his mind.

The following are the fifteen texts by Enryō available to us today that take Confu-

cius as their main subject or one of their primary topics. In the additional texts A to C

at the bottom of the table, Enryō does not directly discuss Confucius. However, during

the Meiji period and Taishō period (1912–1926), intellectuals understood the writer of

the Ten Wings「十翼」(i.e., the canonical commentary to the Book of Changes, also「易

伝」) to be Confucius, and held that not only "humaneness" 仁 but also "loyalty and fil-

ial piety" 忠孝 as well as other major virtues characteristic of Confucianism were first

proposed by Confucius.14 Due to this I have listed these three texts for readers' addi-

tional reference. Out of Enryō's available 182 works, Living Discourse on Loyalty and

Filial Piety『忠孝活論』(B) is the only monograph that solely covers Confucian philoso-

phy. The main text is eighty-two pages and also includes a fourteen page supplemental

chapter.15

Table 1. List of Inoue Enryo's Confucius-Related Writings

Title and Reference Year and Notes

1 "Discussing the Reason Why Yáo and Shùn Are the Idols
of Confucianism"「尭舜ハ孔教ノ偶像ナル所以ヲ論ズ」, Jour-
nal for Eastern Arts and Sciences『東洋学芸雑誌』9

June 1882. En-
rolled in Tokyo 
University, 1881

2 "Part 3: Chinese Philosophy"「第 3 段 支那哲学」, chap. in 
Essentials of Philosophy『哲学要領』

1886. Graduated 
from Tokyo Uni-
versity, 1885

portant academic work on Confucius's thought.
13 Journal for Eastern Arts and Sciences was a general academic journal modeled after the English

journal Nature. It was first published in 1881 by SUGIURA Jūgō 杉浦重剛 (1855–1924) and others.
14 It appears that Enryō considerably emphasized the Book of Changes『周易』as well as its relationship

to Confucius. He chose it as an "offering" for his "Philosophy Ceremony" 哲学祭.
15 Published in 1893 by Testugaku Shoin 哲学書院.
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3 "Chapter 14: Confucius and Mencius' Studies of Self-
Cultivation Do Not Go beyond Suppositions and Pre-
sumptions"「第 14 章 孔孟ノ修身学ハ仮定臆想に出ヅルコト」. 
"Chapter 15: Confucius and Mencius' Studies of Self-
Cultivation Do Not Pass the Principles of Logic"「第 15 章 

孔孟ノ修身学ハ論理ノ規則に合格セザルコト」. "Chapter 109: 
Confucius and Mencius' Theories"「第 109 章 孔孟ノ説」, 
chapters in An Outline of Ethics『倫理通論』

1887.16 Philosophy 
Academy estab-
lished

4 Diary of an Imaginary Trip through the World of Stars
『星界想遊記』

1890

5 Fundamentals of Ethics『倫理摘要』 1891

6 "This is where the Teachings of Confucius and Mencius 
should Start from"「孔孟の教是より興らん」, Natural Law
『天則』4.3

1891

7 "Chinese Philosophy"「シナ哲学」, chap. in Philosophy 
Academy Lecture Record: Genuine Philosophy Lectures
『哲学館講義録・純正哲学講義』.

1892–1893

8 "On the Revitalization of Chinese Studies"「漢学再興論」, 
Eastern Flower『東華』2.1

1897. "I visited 
KĀNG Yǒuwéi in 
India while travel-
ing the world" 世界

旅行、インドで康有為

を訪問

9 "The Essence of Confucianism"「儒教本尊説」, Eastern 
Philosophy『東洋哲学』12.11

1904. Resigned 
from position of 
Philosophy Acad-
emy president

10 "Confucius"「孔聖（孔子）」, chapter in A Glance at the 
World of Philosophy『哲界一瞥』

1913

11 "Teachings of Benefiting the Self and of Benefiting Oth-
ers"「利己利他教」, in Philosophical Tea Talks Among 
Classmates『哲窓茶話』

1916.17 Citadel of 
the Absolute com-
pleted in 1915

12 "We Should Not Excessively Emphasize Only Intellec-
tual Education"「知育のみに偏すべからず」, in Philosophical 
Tea Talks Among Classmates『哲窓茶話』

1916

13 "One Must Practice Confucianism"「儒学を修めざるべから

ず」, in Philosophical Tea Talks Among Classmates『哲窓

茶話』

1916

16 The introduction indicates that this book was completed in December 1886, so it should be seen as a
work from this time.

17 This appears to be a collection of "tea talks" from before 1905.
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14 Philosophy of Struggle『奮闘哲学』 1917

15 Taishō Small Analects『大正小論語』 1919. Passes away

A "Discussing [the Spirit of] The Book of Changes"「易ヲ論

ズ」, Grove of Academic Endeavors『学芸志林』vols. 96–97
1886

B Living Discourse on Loyalty and Filial Piety『忠孝活論』 1893

C "Heroism"「義勇」, "Loyalty"「忠節」, "Decorum"「礼儀」,
"Faithfulness"「信義」, "Sincerity"「誠心」, "Filial 
Piety"「孝道」, "Friendship"「友道」, and "Respect"「恭

敬」, Morality Church Journal『修身教会雑誌』

1904–1906

3. Inoue Enryo's Two Attitudes in His Writing on Confucius

Analyzing the views of Confucius found in the above-listed Enryō works, it appears

that he held two different attitudes towards Confucius based on which he approached

Confucius's thought and its significance. The first one primarily appears when he

writes diachronically about "the history of Chinese philosophy," and the second one is

a respect for Confucius that arises from his heart—consciously or unconsciously—

when discussing the necessity or meaning of "Eastern philosophy." The former attitude

basically appears in his writings produced when he was in school in Tokyo up through

his Philosophy Academy lectures. The latter attitude appears in a rudimentary form in

his 1890 Diary of an Imaginary Trip through the World of Stars. In the following year's

"This is where the Teachings of Confucius and Mencius should Start from," Enryō then

clearly presents this model for understanding Confucius. The attitude that appears in

this text set the basic tone for Enryō's view of Confucius that he subsequently held for

the almost thirty years until he passed away. I will call these two attitudes the "analyti-

cal attitude" and "reverent attitude," respectively. However, before separately examin-

ing these two attitudes, I should mention the following two points.

First,  Enryō's  analytical  attitude towards Confucius appears in his early period

works, primarily when he was at Tokyo University. His reverent attitude began to ap-

pear in the 1890s—four to five years after graduating from Tokyo University. How-

ever, this does not necessarily mean that Enryō did not feel reverently towards Confu-

cius before 1890; he must have due to the  kangaku  education of his youth (in other

words, his training in the Confucian classics).18 He did not come to have such an atti-

18 In Enryō's "curriculum vitae" included in his Coiling Inchworm Poetry Collection (see note 5)  he
first includes『論語正文』[The genuine text of the Analects] (with reading marks added by KATAYAMA

Kenzan 片山兼山, 1730–1782; so called sanshi-ten 山子点) as an exemplary book in a list of texts he
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tude around 1890 all of a sudden due to an external cause. Therefore, even if one can-

not find a reverent attitude towards Confucius in Enryō's works from before 1890, we

cannot immediately jump to the conclusion that he did not feel reverently towards Con-

fucius during this time. Second, regardless of whether Enryō was in an analytical or

reverential mindset, philosophy served as the basis of his criteria when making value

judgments about Confucius, at least in his writings. In other words, Enryō frequently

makes clear, especially when adopting a reverential attitude, that he respects Confucius

due to his "philosophical greatness" (like the other three sages). This attitude is there-

fore different than religious one characterized by worship. As I will describe below,

Enryō's view of Confucius changing when he was a young man and in his middle age

may have come about due to a change in his understanding of philosophy's meaning

and function.

3.1 Characteristics of Enryo's Analytical Attitude Towards Confucius

Enryō's "Curriculum Vitae," which he wrote himself, makes clear that at the age of ten

he  began  his  Chinese  studies  training  and  formally  started  studying  the  Analects.

While, no records exist that enable us to know concretely how Enryō saw Confucius or

the Analects before enrolling at Tokyo University, this does not mean clues are entirely

unavailable. For example, when Enryō was an assistant instructor (for reading Chinese

classics)  句読師雇 at Niigata School's First Branch 新潟学校第一分校 (which has been

broadly known as the so-called "Nagaoka School for Western Learning" 長岡洋学校) in

October 1876, he founded a club for promoting academic exchange outside of classes

that he named the "Harmony Companions Club" 和同会 . Of course, this name comes

from the Analects' chapter  Zǐlù  子路 : "The noble man is in harmony with others, but

does not lose his uniqueness [in term of moral excellence]. The petty man loses his

uniqueness [in terms moral excellence], but is not in harmony with others" 君子和而不同

小人同而不和.19 

After entering Tokyo University in 1881, he began writing very prolifically. All of

the five works I have found that demonstrate an analytical attitude towards Confucius

were written while studying at Tokyo University or shortly after graduating: (1) "Dis-

cussing the Reason Why Yáo and Shùn Are the Idols of Confucianism," (2) Essentials

studied under his first Chinese Studies teacher ISHIGURO Tadanori 石黒忠悳.
19 TSUCHIDA Takao 土田隆夫.「井上円了による「長岡洋学校和同会」の設立とその後の動向」 [The establishment

of Inoue Enryō's 'Harmony Companions Club of the Nagaoka School for Western Learning' and its
subsequent developments], Annual Report of the Inoue Enryo Center 21 (2012): 37–38.
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of Philosophy, (3) An Outline of Ethics, (4) Fundamentals of Ethics, and (5) Philoso-

phy Academy Lecture Record: Genuine Philosophy Lectures (cf. Table 1). Not only is

(1) important as Enryō's first academic article published in what is today referred to as

an "academic journal," it is also significant in that it opened the research sphere of so-

called "Chinese philosophy," which until then had not really been conceived of.20 In

contrast, (2) through (5) are philosophy-related introductory works or textbooks that

contain sections on "Chinese Philosophy."

In "Discussing the Reason Why Yáo and Shùn Are the Idols of Confucianism,"

Enryō is presenting an all-out challenge to the "sage ruler" image of these emperors

found in the traditional study of the Confucian classics. Enryō asserted that they lived

in an ancient uncivilized time, and that their "sage ruler" image was an idolatrous one

promoted due to the needs of the Warring States period Confucians in the process of

establishing the "Teaching of Confucius" 孔教 . We should note that in this text, while

presenting Buddhists' worship of Buddhist statues such as that of Senju Kannon 千手観

音 (Thousand Handed Avalokitēśvara) as examples, Enryō—a Buddhist priest—does

not himself try to find any actual religious powers in Buddhist statues. In other words,

Enryō is as a philosopher trying to make clear the mechanism of Buddhist and Confu-

cian religious belief in deities. From his argument, we can detect his Tokyo University-

era "philosophical" attitude based upon which he tried to elucidate from the standpoint

of philosophy the social and psychological origins of religious belief, whether it was

that  of  Confucianism or  Buddhism. While this article  does not  solely focus on the

thought of Confucius or the Analects, from his writing therein we can see that Enryō

understood Confucius, whom kangaku scholars during Edo period revered as a founder

of their doctrines, to be a historical figure who turned emperors Yáo and Shùn into

idols (or created the opportunity for them to be become idols), and thought that his

value must be evaluated from the perspective of the history of philosophy.

As described above, this article was published in the Journal for Eastern Arts and

Sciences. Following it, one finds an interesting comment by INOUE Tetsujirō, who was

involved in this journal. Tetsujirō states, "in the section of the origin of Confucianism

20 Enryō's works from his time at Tokyo University primarily are related to Chinese thought or Bud-
dhism. Those related to Buddhism were published in newspapers and magazines for Buddhist insti-
tutions (such as Kaidō shinbun『開導新聞』[Instruction newspaper]), and were geared towards a gen-
eral readership. In content they were an extension of Enryō's interest in current events and critique
that he had held prior to entering Tokyo University. In contrast, those related to Chinese philosophy
were probably written after encountering related classes after enrolling at the university, such as
INOUE Tetsujirō's "History of Eastern Philosophy" 東洋哲学史  (2nd year), SHIMADA Jūrei's 島田重礼
"Chinese Philosophy" 支那哲学 (3rd and 4th year), and NAKAMURA Masanao's 中村正直 "Chinese Lit-
erature" 漢文学 (4th year).
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in my lecture on  'Eastern philosophy,'  I have maintained that Yáo and Shùn are not

great sages to the extent that Confucius and Mencius enthusiastically proclaimed them

to be. Thus, in [Enryō's] saying that the likes of 'Yáo and Shùn are idols of Confucian-

ism' one finds truly a marvelous rewriting [of my idea]. Readers—do not hastily over-

look this." Some months before Enryō's article,  INOUE Tetsujirō included a piece in

Journal for Eastern Arts and Sciences and Self Cultivation Studies Society Series『修身

学社叢説』entitled "Evaluating Westerner's Evaluation of Confucius"「泰西人ノ孔子ヲ評ス

ルヲ評ス」 .21 Therein, he asserts that Western scholars are "in five li of fog" regarding

the East('s thought), and that there are more than a few misunderstandings of Confu-

cius's thought in their writings evaluating him. This is one of the earliest works on is-

sues relating to Chinese philosophy by Tetsujirō. In this way, when Tetsujirō and En-

ryō, who shared research and learning spaces, sought in the context of Tokyo Univer-

sity's "academic" environment material from the field of Chinese philosophy, they both

realized that there were issues in people's understandings of Confucius. However, Tet-

sujirō's interest was how Western scholars understood Confucius, whereas Enryō went

a step farther to point out that thinkers advocating their own ideals by looking to the

past accomplishments of ancient sage rulers played an important intellectual role in the

formation process of Confucianism during the Spring and Autumn and Warring States

periods. While one gets the impression that Tetsujirō made it a point to add this com-

ment to the end of Enryō's article to show that he was in a position of providing guid-

ance regarding it, the same year Tetsujirō did teach the class "History of Eastern Phi-

losophy," which Enryō attended, and it cannot be denied that the content and ideas

found in Enryō's article were probably inspired to an extent by Tetsujirō's perspective.22

Next let us turn to characteristics of Enryō's Confucius-related writing in his four

works Essentials of Philosophy, An Outline of Ethics, Fundamentals of Ethics, and

21 『東洋学芸雑誌』[Journal for Eastern arts and sciences] 4 (1882);『修身学社叢説』[Self cultivation stud-
ies society series] vol. 23 (Tokyo: 修身学社, 1882), 9–15. It is included in INOUE Tetsujirō 井上哲次郎.
『井上哲次郎集』[Collected writings by Inoue Tetsujirō] (Tokyo: クレス出版, 2003).

22 There are two known sets of lecture notes from INOUE Tetsujirō's "History of Eastern Philosophy"
class that he taught in 1882 before going to study in Germany in the following year. One is those
taken by INOUE Enryō, which is clearly labeled: "History of Eastern Philosophy, Inoue Tetsujirō's
Lectures, Inoue Enryō"「東洋哲学史、井上哲次郎氏口述、井上円了」 . The original of Enryō's notes is
stored at Toyo University. A digital copy of it can be viewed and printed at the university's Inoue En-
ryō Research Center. The other is included in a manuscript which was copied by TAKAMINE San-
kichi 高嶺三吉 (1861–1883). TAKAMINE himself did not seem to participate in that class. This manu-
script has been preserved in Kanazawa University Library, and recently has been collated and pub-
lished by MIZUNO Hirota 水野博太 in「『高嶺三吉遺稿』中の井上哲次郎『東洋哲学史』講義」 [Inoue Tetsu-
jirō's "History of Eastern Philosophy" recorded by Takamine Sankichi], Journal of the University of
Tokyo Archives『東京大学文書館紀要』, vol. 36, March 2018, 20−49. MIZUNO referred to Enryō's notes
when he collated TAKAMINE 's manuscript. 
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Philosophy Academy Lecture Record: Genuine Philosophy Lectures. As mentioned

above, these four works basically explain Confucius and/or Confucianists within a his-

torical narrative of philosophical and ethical theories.

The  Essentials  of  Philosophy was the  first  historical  overview of  Eastern  and

Western philosophy published by an intellectual in Japan who had received academic

training in philosophy at a Japanese university's philosophy department. Enryō wrote

and published it in 1886, a time when the "philosophy department" system was devel-

oping as part of modern Japan's newly created university educational system.23 This

work's explanations regarding Western philosophy primarily consisted of what Enryō

had learned from Ernest Francisco FENOLLOSA's (1853–1908) classes as well as his di-

gestion of Fenollosa's understandings of related texts. In fact, in this regard, we could

say that his explanations regarding Eastern philosophy basically inherited Fenollosa's

model. Enryō followed Fenollosa's views in that he (1) emphasized the influence of so-

cial and historical changes on thought, (2) held that the development of thought was a

result of competition and conflict between different schools of thought, and (3) dis-

cussed characteristics of Chinese thinkers (particularly those in the so-called "Hundred

Schools") via a comparison with the most similar figures or currents in Western philos-

ophy (for example, Confucius and Socrates).24

Enryō's discussion of Chinese philosophy is found under the heading "Part 3: Chi-

nese Philosophy" and covers three sections: "Section 11: History," "Section 12: Com-

parative Discussion," "Section 13: Confucius and Lǎozǐ," and "Section 14: Rise and

Fall." Enryō explains China's overall history and geographical conditions in Section 11,

and in Section 12, following Fenollosa's model, compares the thought of major Chi-

nese philosophers to Western philosophers. In the latter he holds that Confucius's

thought and significance can be compared to that of Socrates. In Section 13, he con-

trasts the characteristics of Confucius and Lǎozǐ's thought using a compare-and-list-

format (see Table 2).

Enryō criticizes Confucian thought, but does so based on the premise that compe-

tition between different strains of thought leads to the development of thought. This

23 At the beginning one finds the following: "While Inoue Tetsujirō has lectured on philosophy, his
work is a brief overview of the history of Greek philosophy and does not touch upon recent Western
philosophy and Eastern philosophy."

24 Enryō's notes from Fenollosa's lectures on "Eastern philosophy" remain with us today. SHIBATA

Takayuki 柴田隆行  and Rainer SCHULZER have translated them into Japanese. See their「井上円了『稿
録』の日本語訳」[Japanese translation of Inoue Enryō's 'Notebook'] Annual Report of the Inoue Enryo
Center 19 (2010): 139–140 and 145–153.
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also was probably due to Fenollosa's influence. In Section 14, the last section on Chi-

nese philosophy, Enryō states the following:

Its [Confucianism's] enemy Buddhism gradually declined, and following peo-
ple's mental thought it came to lose its power. […] With Confucianism taking
the sickly past as a teacher and "transmitting and not creating" [述而不作] as its
principle, there was no way for learning to advance. Furthermore, from the
middle ages onwards, with the world having no field of learning that could
counter it, Confucianism gradually brought about maladies. Scholars just pro-
tected "shadows" [of original teachings] which did not exist anymore and did
not put into practice their learning, thereby leading to decline along with the
country's power.

Overall, Enryō was decisively influenced by Fenollosa's model when it came to the de-

velopment  of  Chinese  philosophy and  the characteristics  of  Confucius  and  Lǎozǐ's

thought (Table 3). However, while Fenollosa's method reduced the history of Chinese

philosophy to an abstract conflict (due to his division of individual schools and the in-

tellectual characteristics of thinkers into two currents of thought based on the general

fundamental principles and rules of philosophical theory), Enryō, having a firm  kan-

gaku foundation as well as detailed knowledge about major works by Chinese thinkers,

proposed analytical frameworks unique to Chinese philosophy (the Way of humans 人

道 or the Way of heaven 天道, humaneness and justice 仁義 as 'roots' or 'branches' of the

Way, Yáo and Shùn or Fú Xī) and recast a Fenollosa-like abstract model of "the con-

flict between two currents of thought" into one of competition between concrete as-

pects of Confucian and Daoist thought, thereby successfully contrasting their philo-

sophical characteristics. In this sense, Enryō's depiction of the "History of Chinese Phi-

losophy" in Essentials of Philosophy is, compared to the content of Tetsujirō's "History

of Eastern Philosophy" lectures, more detailed in its explanation of the texts of various

thinkers. However, with regard to method of explanation, Testujirō adopted a tradi-

tional gakuan 学案 (Ch. xuéàn) style in which the histories and thought of major Confu-

cianists are lined up alongside each other in a family-tree fashion. Compared to this,

we could say that Enryō's "history of philosophy" is more systematic, formed by taking

into account the interplay between thought and society as well as applying the dialecti-

cal principle of the development of thought.25

25 Enryō's Fenollosa lecture notes do touch upon the method by which Hegel understood the develop-
ment of the history of philosophy and show that the origin of Enryō's model for the history of Chi-
nese philosophy was Hegel. However, Enryō was merely incorporating Fenollosa's understanding
into his own model.
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Table 2. Enryō's Understanding of Confucius and Lǎozǐ

Confucius Lǎozǐ

• The Way of Humans 人道 • The Way of Heaven 天道

• Social and Human Affairs 世情人事 • Tranquility of Nothingness 虚無淡泊

• Reality 実際 • The Ideal 理想

• Adventurous 進取 • Retreat 退守

• Love for others 愛他 • Love for self 自愛

• Involvement 関渉 • Laissez-faire 放任

• Done by Humans 人為 • Naturalness 自然

• The Way under Yáo and Shùn 尭舜

以下の道

• The Way beyond Fú Xī 伏羲以上の道

• Humaneness and Justice is the root 
of the Way 仁義は道の本

• Humaneness and Justice is the de-
rivative end of the Way 仁義は道の末

• Easy, near, accessible 浅近平易 • Lofty, far, sublimity 高遠幽妙

➢ While both aim to seek peace in society and increase the mental well being
of people, they have different ways of doing so.

Table 3. Fenollosa's "First and Second Schools" Comparison Chart26

First School: Confucius 孔子, Mencius 
孟子, Xúnzǐ 荀子, Yáng Xióng 楊雄

Second School: Lǎozǐ 老子, Lièzǐ 列子, 
Zhuāngzǐ 荘子, Hán Fēizǐ 韓非子

• Positive View • Negative View

• Practical • Speculative

• Common Sense • Metaphysical

• Moral and Political • Pure Philosophy

• Altruistic • Egoistic

• Constructive • Destructive

• To Keep Humanity of Human Law • To Imitate Nature or Natural Law

• About the Finite and Knowable 
Principles

• About the Absolute and Impossible 
Principles

➢ Fenollosa holds that Mohist thought attempted to synthesize the two 
schools but failed.

26 Table based on SAITŌ Shigeo 斎藤繁雄 .『井上円了と西洋思想』 [Inoue Enryō and Western thought]
(Tokyo: 東洋大学井上円了記念学術振興基金, 1988), 195–97.
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3.2 Enryo's "Reverent" Attitude Towards Confucius

For over four years between the ages of ten and fifteen, INOUE Enryō received a kan-

gaku education at the private school of ISHIGURO Tadanori 石黒忠悳 (1854–1941) and

KIMURA Seiichirō 木村誠一郎 (Donsō 鈍叟; dates unknown). Although their "schools"

were very small in size, they offered an education in which students systematically

mastered material while following a learning program established in the Edo period.

There is no doubt that these two individuals were representative intellectuals of their

time in Japan. ISHIGURO Tadanori subsequently played a major role in the founding of

Japan's medical system, and KIMURA was one of the three individuals sent to study in

Edo by the Nagaoka Domain. In Edo KIMURA studied under ASAKAWA Kanae 朝川鼎

(Zen'an 善庵; 1781–1849), the third son27 of KATAYAMA Seban 片山世璠 (Kenzan 兼山;

1730–1782).  When  he  returned  to  Nagaoka  Domain  he  served  as  president  of  its

Revering Virtue Academy 崇徳館 .28 In other words, Enryō's Chinese studies training

was, as MIURA Setsuo 三浦節夫 points out, the best young people at his level could re-

ceive at the time.29 In this educational environment that was filled with the spirit of

Confucian studies, Enryō, like other Meiji period intellectuals, must have felt rever-

ently towards Confucius and his  Analects.30 However, when at Tokyo University, his

knowledge related to Western philosophy increased, and Enryō began to have doubts

about the truth of the doctrines of the Confucian classics. As described above, such

doubts can be detected in his statements in An Outline of Ethics such as, "Confucius

and Mencius' studies of self-cultivation do not go beyond suppositions and presump-

27 When Zen'an was born his biological father KATAYAMA Kenzan had already died, so his mother mar-
ried ASAKAWA Mokuō 朝川黙翁. Immediately before Mokuō was about to die, he told Zen'an this and
advised him to restore his "original" family name. However, to repay his gratitude to Mokuō for hav-
ing raised him, he never changed his family name.

28 MATSUMOTO Kenshirō 松本剣志郎.「鈍叟・況翁・円了：越後長岡の名望家高橋九郎を交点に」 [Donsō, Kyōō,
and Enryō: Crossing paths with the Echigo Nagaoka's famous Takahashi Kurō], Annual Report of
the Inoue Enryo Center 23 (2014), pp. 59–81.

29 MIURA Setsuo states, "Enryō received the best Chinese studies level education at the domain school
level." MIURA.『井上円了』(see note 10), 57.

30 For example, Enryō named his poetry collection『屈螻師匠』[Coiling inchworm poem collection], the
title of which was based on the phrase "An inchworm coils itself up so that it should stretch for ad-
vance" 尺蠖之屈、以求信也. A quotation from the Book of Changes canonical commentary which Enryō
believed to  have  been written  by Confucius. In the same  poetry collection Enryō also uses the
phrases from the Analects "The people in the four seas are our brothers" 四海皆兄弟  and "A virtuous
person is not lonely. People always [are willing to] become his neighbors and friends" 徳不孤必有隣.
Furthermore, as stated in the main body of this paper, when studying at the Nagaoka School of West-
ern Studies, he created the "Harmony Companions Club," the name of which stems  from the
Analects, too.
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tions" and "Confucius and Mencius' studies of self-cultivation do not pass the princi-

ples of logic." From then until he passed away in 1919, an opportunity did not come

again for Enryō to engage in focused discussions in his writings regarding whether

Confucian  thought  matches  philosophical  truth.  Enryō  not  taking  an  interest  as  a

philosopher in the philosophical issues of Confucian thought is probably a major cause

of researchers not looking at Enryō's view of Confucius.

However, if one surveys Enryō's works, one can find many places in which Con-

fucius appears. As mentioned above, Enryō published a book entitled Analects immedi-

ately before dying. Interestingly, in works published in 1890 and 1891, years which we

could, in light of his overall life, still categorize as his youth, Enryō views Confucius in

a way very different than the analytical attitude that appears to have been predominant

in his thought up through then. These works are his 1890 Diary of an Imaginary Trip

through the World of Stars and 1891 "This is where the Teachings of Confucius and

Mencius should Start from" (published in Natural Law).31 Based on my observations I

believe that Enryō's model for understanding Confucius and the Analects that he subse-

quently held was shaped in these two works.

Let us first consider passages related to Confucius in Diary of an Imaginary Trip

through the World of Stars.32 In its introduction Enryō explains that it is a record of a

dream that Enryō saw while at a hot spring inn of Shūzen Temple 修善寺 in Izu. In the

dream, Enryō turns into "Mr. Imagination"  想像子 and takes a trip in the world of

stars.33 During this trip, he visits six worlds with comparatively similar environments

to that on earth: the "Republican World" 共和界, "Commercial World" 商法界, "Women's

World" 女人界, "Old Person's World" 老人界, "Science World" 理学界 (a world ruled by

the fundamental principles of science and by scholars) and "Philosophical World" 哲学

31 This text was published in『天則』[Natural law] 4.3 (1891) and subsequently included in NAKAO Hi-
roie 中尾弘家 , ed.『甫水論集』[Collection of Hosui (Inoue Enryō's) writings] (Tokyo: 博文館, 1902).
Toyo University republished this collection in 1982 (Tokyo: 東洋大学井上円了研究会第三部会) and it was
subsequently included in vol. 25 of『井上円了選集』[Inoue Enryo selected writings].

32 Regarding the influence of this work on KĀNG Yǒuwéi's『大同書』[Book of great unity], see SAKADE

Yoshinobu 坂出祥伸 .「井上円了『星界想遊記』と康有為」 [Inoue Enryō's "Diary of an imaginary trip
through the world of stars" and KĀNG Yǒuwéi], in『増補改訂・近代中国の思想と科学』[Modern Chinese
thought and science (enlarged and revised)], ed. by SAKADE Yoshinobu (Kyoto: 朋友書店), 616–36.
Also, MORI Noriko 森紀子 points out that after fleeing to Tokyo, LIÁNG Qǐchāo was rather surprised
upon seeing that Enryō's Four Sages image included Kant instead of Jesus. MORI Noriko.「清末の啓蒙
家梁啓超と「四聖画像」」[The Late Qing enlightenment thinker Liáng Qǐchāo and the "Four Sages Por-
traits"], Satya『サティア（あるがまま）』43 (2001): 34–36.

33 I wonder if the story composition of Diary of an Imaginary Trip through the World of Stars was not
inspired by Zhuangzi: the main character visiting the world of stars (Zhuangzi's realm of "heaven"
天) and receiving teachings from a sage who has acquired the Way. I would like to investigate this
point at another time.
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界. After visiting the first five worlds, Mr. Imagination tries to return to earth because

none of them were completely ideal. However, in the end he ends up going to the

"Philosophical World," where he meets a hermit who explains what it is like. Mr. Imag-

ination learns that in this world there was no distinction between birth and death, as

well as that there were no "set country territories, directions, ages, past and present,

rich and poor, old and young, male and female, food and drink, or forms" and that

therefore the people do not have the feelings of pleasure and pain, only mental bliss.

Mr. Imagination hears that this world is the realm of "true pleasure" and begins to think

that he wants to live in this world. However, the hermit says, "Your causes and condi-

tions are not yet ripe to live in this world," and refuses to let him do so. According to

the hermit, in order for his causes and conditions to ripen, he first must completely ful-

fill his duties of the "World of Form" and that only when he does so can he come to

this world. Mr. Imagination then asks, "What are those duties?" The hermit replies as

follows.

Above, if there is a government, there are duties towards the government. If
there is a ruler, there are duties towards the ruler. In one's relations, if there are
a father and mother, then there are duties towards the father and mother. If
there are a mother and children, then there are duties towards the mother and
children. If there are friends, then there are duties towards the friends. If there
is a society, then there are social duties. There are state duties, ancestral duties,
duties toward the myriad things, duties toward heaven and earth, and duties to-
ward one's own body. Only after fulfilling these duties can one occupy the eter-
nal delight of the spiritual world. You must return once to your home land,
quickly fulfill your duties, and then come to this world.

Here, Mr. Imagination asks the hermit his name. The hermit turns out to be Śākyamuni

Buddha himself, whom Mr. Imagination reveres. Then, all of a sudden the three sages

Confucius, Socrates, and Kant appear in front of Mr. Imagination. Confucius, hailing

from "the country of China," then admonishes him,

When I was in your home land, I saw how the morality and hearts of people
have not recovered. [Therefore, I] explained the way of cultivating the self and
putting the family in order and preached the foundation of humaneness, justice,
and morality. However, subsequently the people turned to selfishness and came
to forget the Great Way, being preoccupied with small desires. To do so is truly
to be a moral criminal. Remember this for me: in the house of morality there is
the garden of happiness. If one wants to go to the garden of happiness, then
one should without fail enter the household of morality.
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During his conversation with the Four Sages in the Philosophical World, they each give

him a message to share with the people of the "World of Form": "Suffering is a boat to

reach the shore of ease" (Śākyamuni), "In the house of morality there is the garden of

happiness" (Confucius), "It is necessary to make clear and study the essence of knowl-

edge and virtue" (Socrates), and an "impartial and correct philosophy" must be pursued

(Kant). However, we should note that before Enryō makes Confucius appear, as we

saw above he has Śākyamuni first call for practicing the virtues of the so-called "five

relationships" found in Confucian classics. Following the logic of Śākyamuni's preach-

ing, the conditions for living in the "Philosophy World" are not acts generally carried

out by Buddhists such as entering the monastic order, reading sutras, and engaging in

religious training, but rather the ethical and moral practices for human society advo-

cated by Confucianism. The story composition of Diary of an Imaginary Trip through

the World of Stars constructs an intellectual world in which each human, rather than

entering a monastic order or reading sutras in order to reach philosophical truth, must

carry out their duties in human society while living in this world, including faithfully

exerting oneself for the country, the ruler, and society.  

Let us next turn to Enryō's view of Confucius in "This is where the Teachings of

Confucius and Mencius should Start from." At the beginning of this text, Enryō says

that since intellectual progress often brings about a decline in morality and etiquette,

all societies should attach more importance to moral education than intellectual educa-

tion. According to Enryō, the methods for doing so include an "Eastern moral ideol-

ogy," "Western moral ideology," "religious morality," "academic morality" "Confucian-

Mencian thought," "Buddhism," and "Christianity." However, here Enryō emphasizes

that presently what is necessary for Japanese society is  not  investigations into "the

essence and original source of morality" and "its standards for good and evil," that is,

the "academic study of morality" (ethics), but rather the spread of morality for every-

day life. Therefore, Enryō asserts, "Now the best method we should adopt is stopping

ideological debates and making it our primary duty to work on ourselves" (double

emphasis in original). Next, Enryō compares twenty-five hundred years ago when Con-

fucius lived and the world he lives in. While holding that the societal situation and

moral decay is similar, Enryō ironically states, "Confucius, not versed in the various

academic fields," both is unfit for contemporary students who overflow with theoreti-

cal knowledge and had inadequate scientific knowledge. Then, he touches upon the

core of this issue that contemporary students "do not know the real intention of Confu-

cius in preaching the Way" and emphasizes, "His true intention is not theory but know-
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ing that there is practice and working on one's skills. It is not desiring to beat the world

with logic and reason. It is becoming a model for the world by putting things into prac-

tice oneself" (emphasis in original). In the end, for Enryō the core of Confucius's aca-

demic theories is the "essential path of cultivating oneself, putting the family in order,

ruling the country, and making the world peaceful." In other words, making clear "hu-

maneness, justice, loyalty, and filial piety," and "aiming for the safety and well-being

of the country and society. Therefore, "we see them as an academic theory and discuss

them as an ethics subject." However, we "revere and take as a model" the "Great Sage"

of Confucius because he was someone who put things into practice.

In the second half of this text, Enryō illustrates his assertions from the first part

based on the content of each chapter of the Analects. For example, he presents the

statement, "There is really little of the virtue of humanness in sophisticated words and

artificial countenance" 巧言令色鮮矣仁 from its Xuéér 学而 chapter (which also appears

in the Yánghuò 陽貨 chapter), and states that it foresees the ills of contemporary Japa-

nese society. He laments, "People of today are only clever with language and are igno-

rant when it comes to practice. [Consider] the problem of provincial boys who have re-

turned from Tokyo having taken a liking to the refined in philosophy. When it comes to

actual self-cultivation they do not honor those above or respect the virtuous, and ne-

glect etiquette and standards." 

In his conclusion, he says that morality is the basis of making the country rich, its

military stronger,  and of promoting industry, that  he keenly feels that  the  Analects'

"alarm bell"  predicted "our  country's  current  ills,"  and that  therefore "the salvation

from today's ills is truly in this path." Then, in responses to criticisms by pro-Western-

ization intellectuals who "upon seeing me or others condemn [our views as] a Confu-

cian-Mencian ideology [孔孟主義] and laugh at us for being obstinate," Enryō says that

such people are critiquing an old Confucianism, and the path that he is trying to pro-

mote "has for two thousand five hundred years" been one characterized by "cultivating

our heart and mind, governing morality, and memorizing wise words." Therefore, such

thought  is  not  some "Confucian-Mencian ideology" but  rather  teachings that  saves

Japan from its current state, and that therefore there is no need to go through the effort

of importing moral teachings from other countries. Criticizing Confucianists who do

not heighten their own virtue, Enryō says in closing that the reason the teachings of

Confucius and Mencius have declined is because "proponents of Confucius and Men-

cius today, while preaching putting these teachings into practice, frequently do not cul-

tivate virtues acts themselves."
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In this text Enryō is asserting four things. (1) The crisis of contemporary Japan

lies in not in the ignorance of intellectuals or people in general regarding truth, but in

the decline of moral practice in society. (2) This situation is very similar to the Spring

and Autumn period in which Confucius lived. (3) Confucius worked for the safety and

wellbeing of his country and society by practicing humaneness, justice, loyalty, and fil-

ial piety. This is the very reason that Confucius is called a "Great Sage." (4) It has been

a long time since Japan adopted these Confucian academic theories of self-cultivation,

and it can no longer be called a "Confucian-Mencian ideology" (that is, an ideology

that blindly subscribes to the canonical words of Confucius and Mencius). Enryō dis-

liked moral knowledge that did not involve practice, and approximately fifteen years

later would put his ideals fully into practice with his "Morality" or "Self-Cultivation

Church Movement"修身教会運動. Of the Four Sages that Enryō revered throughout this

life there are none besides Confucius who served as a model for his self-cultivation

movement. In other words, in 1891 Enryō thought that someone like Confucius who

promoted moral practice was necessary for Japanese society, and in 1906 went a step

further to himself promote the Self-Cultivation Church Movement and try to heighten

the moral character of Japanese society.

Now we can understand why Enryō placed a statue of Confucius in front of the

Four Sages stone image located in  the Citadel of the Absolute found in the Temple

Garden of Philosophy, the headquarters of the Self-Cultivation Church Movement. En-

ryō's view found in Diary of an Imaginary Trip through the World of Stars—that the

practice of morality in this world based on Confucianism is necessary to enter philoso-

phy's land of the Ideal—manifested itself in the architectural space that was the Philos-

ophy Shrine. The Philosophy Shrine's Citadel of the Absolute expressed the "Philo-

sophical World" found in this work. Since it is formless, the engraved Four Sage im-

ages were two-dimensional ones. However, Enryō thought that one must work hard to

practice the virtues of the Five Relationships (those between ruler and subjects, parents

and children, husband and wife, siblings, and friends that Enryō promoted in his Self-

Cultivation Church activities) to enter this world. These were Confucius's norms for in-

dividual humans to live in this world, and therefore Confucius, the guide for doing so,

was necessary in the Citadel of the Absolute. Furthermore, since our world is one of

form, Enryō probably thought that something more tangible was necessary, and there-

fore chose to make it be three-dimensional.
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4. Conclusion

Let us go over Enryō's view of Confucius discussed above. In 1919, INOUE Enryō died

from a stroke while giving a talk in Dàlián, China. He was sixty-one years old. Insofar

as there is a limited number of works in which Enryō deliberately or solely discusses

Confucius or the Analects, perhaps our understanding of his view of Confucius is only

be comprised of puzzle pieces based on fragments of his writing found therein. How-

ever, based on my analysis, I think we were able to identify the following characteris-

tics of his view of Confucius.

The subconscious foundation of Enryō's view of Confucius was the feeling of rev-

erence towards him as the founder of the field that studies the Confucian classics. En-

ryō picked up this reverence as a boy in his Chinese studies education under ISHIGURO

Tadanori and KIMURA Donsō. However, due to his English and Western studies educa-

tion that began in his late teenage years and into his early twenties (especially his

philosophical education at Tokyo University), he came to approach the thought of Con-

fucianism (Confucius) analytically and then felt that it was lacking when seen from

philosophical truth. However, Enryō began to keenly feel that philosophical truth was

limited in its ability to cultivate a better Japanese nation, and then came to focus on

Confucius the practitioner. Probably unlike the reverence for Confucius he had as

young child, this time it was more intentional and firm. From the time he published Di-

ary of an Imaginary Trip through the World of Stars and "This is where the Teachings

of Confucius and Mencius should Start from" as a young man until his later years, dur-

ing which he managed the Philosophy Shrine and promoted his Self-Cultivation

Church Movement, Confucius and Confucian ethical / moral theories had a unique and

high value in Enryō's intellectual world. In other words, for humans that must live in

society's "World of Form" to enter the "Philosophical World" (Diary of an Imaginary

Trip through the World of Stars) or Citadel of the Absolute (Philosophy Shrine), their

sole path was Confucian thought.

After Enryō's death, people involved in his life—friends, disciples, and so on—re-

leased a collection of memorial writings about Enryō. I would like to close this paper

with an interesting quotation from one of them by TANAKA Jiroku 田中治六 (dates un-

known), one of Enryō's disciples who lectured on Western philosophy and psychology

at the Philosophy Academy, and was also engaged in the "New Buddhism movement"

新仏教運動 of the time. In "Anecdotes about Sensei," Tanaka describes his impression of

Enryō when Enryō was alive as if Enryō had not been concerned with Western philoso-

phy and Buddhist thought at all, despite them having been his major focuses: "Anyway,
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I could not lose one bit of my feeling of reverence [towards my teacher Enryō], imag-

ining that this is the kind of person Confucius and Mencius must have been" それでも僕

には、孔孟は如是人であったろうかと、敬愛の念を毫も失せなかった.34

Postscript

This paper had its beginnings in my keynote presentation "Inoue Enryō in the Forma-

tion of the Meiji Period Image of 'Confucius the Philosopher'"「明治時代『哲学者孔子』像

の形成における井上円了」for the 6th Annual Conference of the International Association

for Inoue Enryo Research held at Toyo University Hakusan's Campus on 16th Septem-

ber 2017 (Saturday). I then presented versions of it in Chinese at the 4th November

2017 (Saturday)  International  Colloquium on "The Birth of Oriental Philosophy as a

Scholarly Subject in Modern Japan" at National Taiwan University and at the 2nd De-

cember 2017 (Saturday) conference "Modern East Asian Intellectuals Understanding of

the State" 近代東亜知識人的国家構想 held at Academia Sinica's Institute of Modern His-

tory. I would like to thank Professor CHÉN Lìwèi 陳力衛 (Faculty of Economics, Seijo

University), who was the respondent to my presentation at Academia Sinica and of-

fered particularly helpful comments, as well as IDENO Naoki 出野尚紀 (Faculty of Hu-

manities, Japan Women's University) and TERADA Mitsuyuki 寺田光之 (University of

Tokyo's Graduate School), who provided me with useful materials and information.
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Abstract

This article examines how Enryō understood Confucius's thought and actions and ar-

gues the following. Enryō's approach to and depiction of Confucius is not limited to the

likes of making clear Confucius's philosophical truth itself; in addition to learning

about Confucius's thought, Enryō also worshiped Confucius the person, practiced Con-

fucius's teachings, and even modeled himself after Confucius's character and life. In

short, he truly thought highly of Confucius and revered him. In Enryō's later thought,

he held that the views of Confucius deserved more emphasis than those of his other

three "sages" (Śākyamuni, Socrates, and Kant). We can see that Enryō highly venerated

Confucius in Śākyamuni's statement in Diary of an Imaginary Trip through the World

of Stars, Enryō's argument in "Confucius and Mencius' Teachings Probably Arose from

This," and the arrangement of his stone monument of the Four Sages and statue of

Confucius inside the Temple Garden of Philosophy's Citadel of the Absolute. Enryō's

high evaluation of Confucius came from Enryō's belief that in order to enter the realm

of philosophical enlightenment, all humans have to first fulfill ethical virtues of this

world, and that Confucian thought was their sole path for doing so.
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